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Allen F. ROBERTS et Mary NOOTER ROBERTS
university of california, los angeles
La dimension cachée de l’art sénégalais contemporain
Abstract : For nearly fifty years now, Dakar has been an epicenter of 
contemporary art, not just for continental africa but for the entire world. 
Senegalese artists are well known internationally through participation 
in biennials, exhibitions, and gallery shows ; and many argue that they 
are contemporary artists from Senegal rather than “Senegalese artists” 
defined or constrained by their african identity. Among these, however, 
some match the global techniques and aesthetics of their works with local 
meanings derived from mystical islam. indeed, this “hidden side” can be 
very significant to the artists themselves even though it may be ignored by 
cosmopolitan connoisseurs.
Contemporary arts, mystical principles, Senegal, Sufism
Massamba MBAYE
Journaliste et critique d’art au Sénégal
Logiques urbaines dans les arts plastiques : de la filiation de Jean-
Michel Basquiat au Sénégal
Abstract : certain Senegalese painters, including Soly cissé, camara 
guèye, Birame ndiaye and Samba Fall draw their inspiration from the 
city’s structure. attentive to the tensions it produces as well as the daily 
struggles to survive, they transpose urban walls in their paintings to better 
transgress them, go beyond pre-imposed limits. one can therefore ask what 
is the influence of a painter like Basquiat on these contemporary painters ? 
approaches and needs found in Senegal differ greatly from those found in 
the United States ; however interesting links can be traced that allow for a 
better understanding of present Senegalese art.
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Kinsey KATCHKA
north carolina Museum of art
Politique culturelle : tradition, modernité et arts contemporains au 
Sénégal, 1960-2000
Abstract : this essay approaches contemporary arts in Senegal and their 
exhibition from the perspective of cultural policy. this is an especially salient 
approach in Senegal, where policy has played a significant role in exhibition 
and creative practice since the colonial period. this history is conventionally 
examined through a distinctly nationalist framework that reveals the 
government’s clear distinction between "tradition" and "modernity". State 
exhibition practice and rhetoric have reinforced this dichotomy, serving to 
position the Senegalese state as purveyor, definer, and arbiter of cultural 
heritage. however, diverse creative expressions throughout the capital city 
of dakar call into question nationalist rhetoric’s rigid distinction and reveal 
its limitations.
contemporary art, cultural policy, exhibitions, heritage, identity, modernity, 
museums, nationalism, tradition
Hélène TISSIÈRES
university of texas at austin
Biennale et effervescence artistique au Sénégal : conjonctions et 
passerelles
Abstract : the dakar Biennial, Dak’Art, plays a key role and is the only 
event of this kind on the african continent. held in a country where there is 
an abundant artistic production, it prolongs Senghor’s objectives (underlining 
the importance of the collective, intertwining art forms, investing mystical 
positions). Made of an “in” and “off”, its structure dismantles divisions 
between popular/theoretical, accessible/obscure, autodidact/trained and 
promotes a dialog between people and approaches. Many Senegalese 
artists proceed in a similar fashion, assembling concepts (orality, signs, 
cultural references, categories), drawing from the world at large. inscribing 
memory, they invite us to interrogate our future beyond delimitations.
Biennial of dakar, bridges/bridging, Dak’Art 006, “in” and “off”, 








denison university, granville, oh
Projets de collection et d’exposition d’art sénégalais : être mécène 
d’art à Dakar
Abstract : the collection of Bassam chaitou and its recent exhibition in 
dakar offers a focal point to examine issues associated with private projects 
of collecting and exhibiting Senegalese art in dakar. this article considers 
the relationship of dakar’s collectors to historical patronage under Senghor 
and dakar’s contemporary art scene. it proposes that private dakar-based 
projects of collecting make visible a story about local propositions and 
dialogues about art. dakar-based projects of collecting reveal a great deal 
about the city’s art scene, its history, artists, and trends.
art patronage in dakar, Bassam chaitou, contemporary african art, 




L’éthique de la différence en traduction : le cas de deux romans 
africains francophones et de leur restitution en anglais
Abstract : translation advances the cause of the international community as 
it plays a vital role in global development and understanding. the literary text 
needs to be translated before readers from diverse linguistic communities 
can apprehend and enjoy it. to a large extent, the success of the translation 
enterprise is a function of the accuracy of the target-text. With illustrations 
drawn from two francophone african masterpieces, ahmadou Kourouma’s 
Les soleils des indépendances and Mariama Bâ’s Une si longue lettre, this 
article seeks to determine the extent to which the target-texts in english 
respect the spirit and the letter articulated by the source-texts. the article 
will, in the main, be underpinned by the principle of the ethics of difference 
as enunciated by venuti.
accuracy, assimilationist translation, Mariama Bâ, ethics of difference, 








Raharimanana : « Le viol des douceurs »
Abstract : a constant and paradoxical paradigm, violence is at the core 
of the Malagasy writer, Jean-luc raharimanana’s work. What are its 
representations, its modulations and functions in his shortstories, his 
novel, Nour, 1947, and his narrative, L’arbre anthropophage ? his poetic 
elaboration of violence puts his production at the juncture of postmodern 
and committed literatures and gives it a singular value in the world of 
postcolonial literature.
aesthetics, commitment, history, Madagascar, origin, postcoloniality, 
renegotiation, violence
Carla CALARGÉ
university of texas Pan-american, edinburg
Les limites de l’appartenance : composition, intertextualité et langue 
dans Les dents du topographe et Méfiez-vous des parachutistes de 
Fouad Laroui
Abstract : in this article, i examine two novels by Fouad laroui, Les dents 
du topographe (996) and Méfiez-vous des parachutistes (999). i analyze  
the difficulties encountered by their narrators when they try to find and 
define non alienating cultural and geographical spaces to which they could 
belong. For that purpose, i study the composition of the two novels, the play 
of intertextuality as well as the language of the main characters.




La parole au féminin : la narratrice de Cette fille-là de Maïssa Bey
Abstract : in Maïssa Bey’s novel,    Cette fille-là, the character of Malika 
serves as a narrative plea for change. Since her childhood, Malika has 
strived to create an inward, personal imaginary for herself, as a defence 
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mechanism against a hostile environment. in the workhouse, she adopts 
the role of storyteller for all those companions of hers, excluded as she is, 
from society. As the receptor of confidential information, she delights in 
verbally re-enacting their intimate stories, sprinkling them with accounts of 
her own experiences. By thus establishing Marika’s voice as a “link-route” 
to the novel’s subjacent vocal polyphony, the character is presented as a 
mouthpiece for those vilified women, condemned to social exclusion and 
invisibility.
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